Abstract-Using digital signal processing in genomic field is a key of solving most problems in this area such as prediction of gene locations in a genomic sequence and identifying the defect regions in DNA sequence. It is found that, using DSP is possible only if the symbol sequences are mapped into numbers. In literature many techniques have been developed for numerical representation of DNA sequences. They can be classified into two types, Fixed Mapping (FM) and Physico Chemical Property Based Mapping (PCPBM ( . The open question is that, which one of these numerical representation techniques is to be used? The answer to this question needs understanding these numerical representations considering the fact that each mapping depends on a particular application. This paper explains this answer and introduces comparison between these techniques in terms of their precision in exon and intron classification. Simulations are carried out using short sequences of the human genome (GRch37/hg19). The final results indicate that the classification performance is a function of the numerical representation method.
I. Introduction
Genomic Signal Processing (GSP) is defined as the analysis, and use of genomic signals to gain biological knowledge, and the translation of that knowledge into systems-based applications. Genomic information is digital in a very real sense. It"s It is represented in the form of sequences of which each element can be one out of a finite number of entities. Such sequences, like DNA and proteins, have been represented by character strings, in which each character is a letter of an alphabet. In case of DNA, the alphabet is of size 4 (for proteins it"s 20) and consists of the letters A, T, C and G (e.g. ….ATCGCTGA ...). If numerical values are assigned to these characters, the resulting numerical sequences are readily amenable to DSP applications such as gene prediction which refers to locate the protein-coding regions (exons) of genes in a long DNA sequence [1] . Therefore, it is necessary to map the symbols into numerical sequences. An ideal mapping should be such that the period-3 component of the DNA sequence should be independent of the nucleotides mapping, which is possible only through symmetric mapping [2] - [3] . Once the mapping is done, signal processing techniques can be used to identify period-3 regions in the DNA sequence. The average length of a chromosome is of the order of millions of bases so it needs vast number of computations for identifying the protein coding regions. The computational complexity can be reduced either at mapping process or at implementation time. In recent years [4] - [5] , a number of schemes have been introduced to map DNA nucleotides into numerical values. Some possible desirable properties of a DNA numerical representation include:
1.
Each nucleotide has equal weight (e.g., magnitude), since there is no biological evidence to suggest that one is more important than another;
II. Fixed Mapping of DNA Sequence
In FM techniques, the nucleotides of DNA data are transformed into a series of arbitrary numerical sequences [5] . These techniques are represented by two choices [6] . In the first choice four binary sequences are created, one for each character (base), which specify whether a character is present (1) or absent (0) at a specific location. These binary sequences are known as indicator sequences. The second choice is based on the geometric representations where meaningful real or complex numbers are assigned to the four characters A, T, G, and C. In this way a single numerical sequence representing the entire character string is obtained. In general FM techniques [5] include the Voss [7] , the tetrahedron [2] , the complex [8] - [11] , the integer [9] , the real [12] , and the quaternion [13] - [14] representations. Each of the DNA numerical representations offers different properties as will be show in details in the following sections.
Voss Mapping Technique
One of the most popularly used mapping techniques is the Voss mapping which maps the nucleotides A, C, G, and T into four binary indicator sequences ( ), ( ), ( ), and ( ) [7] . Consequently it is a four dimensional mapping [3] , because each base in the DNA sequence is represented by a four dimensional vector composed of either "0" or "1". The number of 1"s in any vector is exactly one. For example in the indicator sequence ( ), "1" indicates the presence of base A and "0" indicates its absence as shown in the following example. Voss mapping method does not predefine any mathematical relationship among the bases, but only indicates the frequencies of the bases. This method is an efficient representation among fixed mapping methods for spectral analysis of DNA sequences. The Fourier power spectrum of the Voss"s binary indicator sequences, reveals a peak at frequency 1/3 (period-3) for coding regions and shows no peak for non-coding regions. The main application of Voss technique is the efficient identification of the coding and non-coding regions in a DNA sequences [15] . DFT of a sequence ( ) of length L, is itself another sequence [ ], of the same length L.
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The period-3 property of a DNA sequence implies that the DFT coefficients corresponding to K = L/3 is large, where L is a multiple of 3. The period-3 property is related to the different statistical distributions of codons between protein-coding and non-coding DNA sections. This property is used as a basis for identifying the coding and non-coding regions in a DNA sequence. Instead of evaluating the DFT of a full-length sequence (L), Short Time Discrete Fourier Transform (STDFT) is computed over N samples for each binary indicator to get a better time domain resolution by sliding a window by one entry in the sequence.
Where, A, T, C, G and ( ) is a rectangular window given by;
Fig 1 shows the result of applying STDFT on nucleotide sequence of the gene F56F11.5 of C. elegans [GenBank website [16] , Accession number: AF099922] over the bases 7021 to 15120 by using rectangular window with length 351. It is known that this sequence has five known coding regions, but the use of Voss mapping technique shows four discernible peaks for coding regions 2, 3, 4, 5 and the first coding region is unrecognizable. 
Tetrahedron Representation
This representation [2] reduces the number of indicator sequences from four to three but in a manner symmetric to all the four sequences, where the four sequences ( ), ( ), ( ), and ( ) are mapped to the four 3-dimensional vectors pointing from the center to the vertices of a regular tetrahedron as shown in Fig 2. Voss and the tetrahedron mapping methods are two equivalent representations when being used in power spectrum analysis [4] - [6] . The resolving of the four three-dimensional vectors, results the following:
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which give rise to the following three numerical sequences
Where r, g, b are red, green, and blue indicators, respectively.
Obtaining DNA spectrograms of biomolecular sequences is the main application of tetrahedron representation. These simultaneously provide local frequency information for all four bases by displaying the resulting three magnitudes by superposition of the corresponding three primary colors, red for | [ ]| green for | [ ]| and blue for | [ ]| Thus color conveys real information, as opposed to pseudo color spectrograms, in which color is used for contrast enhancement. For example, Fig 3 shows a spectrogram using DFTs [8] of length 60 of a DNA stretch of 4,000 nucleotides from chromosome III of C. elegans (GenBank [16] , Accession number: NC000967). The vertical axis corresponds to the frequencies K from 1 to 30, while the horizontal axis shows the relative nucleotide locations starting from nucleotide 858,001; only frequencies up to K =30 are shown due to conjugate symmetry as , and are real sequences. The resulting DNA color spectrogram can be used to locate repeating DNA sections as shown in Spectrograms also can be used to locate CG rich regions in DNA called CpG islands [6] . The `p" in CpG simply denotes that C and G are linked by a phosphordiester bond as shown in 
Complex Representation
The dimensionality of the tetrahedral representation can be reduced to two by projecting the basic tetrahedron on different planes [8] - [11] . Such planes can be chosen in various ways that conserve the symmetry of the representation and reflect biological properties in corresponding mathematical properties. For instance, the planes can be defined by a pair of the coordinate axes. On the other hand, these planes can be put in correspondence with a complex plane, so that a complex representation of the bases is obtained. For example, the four bases are placed in a quadrantal symmetry as shown in Fig 5-a and the complex representation of the bases is given by:
Where, , , , and are complex numbers. This representation would be more advantageous from signal processing perspective depending upon the chosen values of the variables (a, t, c, g) [1] .
The complex representation has the advantage of better translating some of the features of the bases into mathematical properties. For instance, in the representation of Fig 5-a, the complementarily of the pairs of bases A-T and G-C, respectively, is expressed by the fact that their representations are complex conjugates, while purines and pyrimidines have the equal imaginary parts and real parts of opposite sign. Permuting the bases A-G, i.e., choosing the left projection plane, the representation shown in Fig 5-b The main application of the complex representation is the detection of exon regions [17] , where the P-3 property can be identified by calculating the STDFT [ ] for each binary indicator ( ); ( A, T, C, G) over N samples given by equations (3) and (4). The power spectrum of the DNA sequence [ ] is calculated by:
Where, are complex mapping constants given respectively by [17] ;
and (16) 
The above constants are calculated such that discriminatory capability between protein coding regions (with corresponding random variables A, T, C, and G) and random DNA regions is maximized [8] . If P-3 property is present, the STDFT coefficient [ ] is significantly larger than the surrounding STDFT coefficient. Consequently, [
] is large in a coding region. As an illustrative example, the STDFT method was used to analyze coding regions in the gene F56F11.4 in C.elegans chromosome III over the bases 7021 to 15120, using rectangular window with length 351. This 8100-length DNA sequence, which obtained using the Nucleotide ccession Number " F099922" from Genbank website [16] , yields to the power spectrum [ ] shown in Fig 6 . From this figure, all the five known coding regions are recognizable. Thus, the complex mapping has a good feature in gene prediction. 
Integer Representation
The integer representation is a one-dimensional (1-D) mapping of DNA bases [5] , [9] . This mapping can be obtained by mapping numerals {0, 1, 2, 3} to the four nucleotides as: T=0, C=1, A=2, and G=3. However, this method implies a structure on the nucleotides such as purine (A, G) > pyrimidine (C, T). Similarly [4] , the representation A=0, C=1, T=2 and, G=3 suggests that T>A and G>C. Arbitrarily assigned integer representation may introduce some mathematical property which does not exist in a base sequence. For measuring the accuracy of this mapping technique in gene prediction, the STDFT method was used to analyze coding regions in the gene F56F11.4 in C.elegans chromosome III over the bases 7021 to 15120, using rectangular window with length 351. The power spectrum [ ] of 8100-length DNA sequence (Nucleotide ccession Number " F099922" from Genbank website [16] ), using first possible representation (T=0, C=1, A=2, and G=3) and second possible representation (A=0, C=1, T=2 and, G=3) are shown in Fig 7 and From these figures, the first possible mapping is not accurate in prediction of the first and forth exons, but it gives approximately the same results with the complex mapping in prediction of the second, third and fifth exons. This mapping gives better results than the second possible mapping in gene prediction. Fig 8 shows that, the second possible mapping is not accurate in gene prediction. Hence the DSP applications of integer mapping are limited suggesting that these integer mappings need to be used carefully for a given application [5] . 
Real Number Representation
The real number representation A = -1.5, T = 1.5, C =0.5, and G = -0.5, which bears complementary property, is efficient in finding the complimentary strand of a DNA sequence [5] , [12] . However, the assignment of a real number to each of the four bases does not necessarily reflect the structure present in a DNA sequence. For example in the sequence CTGAA represented by 0.5; 1.5; −0.5; −1.5; −1.5., the change sign and reverse of the representation 1.5; 1.5; 0.5; −1.5; −0.5 yields to the sequence TTCAG. In the computation of correlations, real representations are preferred over complex representations. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that the complex, real, and integer representations can also be viewed as constellation diagrams, which are widely used in digital communications.
In the aforementioned analysis, the mapping rule This is due to the fact that: (a) the sign-reversed numerical sequence and the actual numerical sequence have the same linear dependence and hence the same AR parameters, and (b) minimizing the forward or the backward linear prediction error would theoretically yield the same AR model. Table 1 shows the detection of repeats of DNA segments via AR modeling. Real mapping rule and second-order AR model features are used; the template is 8 bp long. There are 5 repeats in the whole sequence. Identification of complementary and reversed sequences is obtained as well. 
Quaternion Representation
In the quaternion representation [13] of DNA bases, pure quaternions are assigned to each base through geometric representations [6] . One possibility is to assign to the 4 bases the 4 vectors from the center to the vertices of a regular tetrahedron as show in Fig 9, where the vertices of a regular tetrahedron form a subset of the vertices of a cube. Hence, the 4 vectors point towards alternate cube vertices. Assuming that the cube side length is 2 units and the origin is located at the cube center; the co-ordinates of the vertices of the cube are ( ). Consequently, the vectors a, c, g, and t are described by , , , It has been conjectured that the quaternion approach can improve DNA pattern detection in the spectral domain through the use of the quaternionic Fourier transform [14] .
This method of mapping can be used to compute the periodicity transform of DNA sequences [14] . It has been often observed that the occurrence of repetitive structures (or tandem repeats) in genomic data is symptomatic of biological phenomena. Perhaps the best known example of this association is the 3-base repetition of codons, which is characteristic of protein coding regions in DNA sequences of eukaryotic cells. The 3-base repeat is considered large-scale, as it occurs throughout the genome, in contrast to small-scale repeats, typically restricted to individual genes or gene subsets. Small-scale genomic repeats and repeat changes in the human genome have been associated, among others, with genetic diseases. Applications of repetitive structures include prediction of gene and exon locations and identification of diseases. The quaternionic approach can be utilized (via the quaternionic Fourier transform) to improve the spectral methods. 
III. Physico Chemical Property Based Mapping
In physic chemical type of mapping, biophysical and biochemical properties of DNA biomolecules are used for DNA sequence mapping, which is robust and used to search for biological principles and structures in biomolecules [5] . In the following, the PCPBM techniques include, the Electron-Ion Interaction Potential (EIIP) [18] - [19] , the atomic number [20] , the paired numeric [21] - [22] , the DNA walk [23] - [24] , and the Z-curve representations [25] - [26] , are reviewed.
EIIP Representation
In the EIIP representation the quasi-valence number associated with each nucleotide is used to map DNA character strings into numerical sequences [18] - [19] . It is just one example of a real number representation, which maps the distribution of the free electrons" energies along a DNA sequence. A single EIIP indicator sequence is formed by substituting the EIIP of the nucleotides A=0.1260, C=0.1340, G=0.0806, and T=0.1335 in a DNA sequence. If we substitute the EIIP values for A, G, C, and T in a DNA string ( ), we get a numerical sequence which represents the distribution of the free electrons" energies along the DN sequence.
Genomic This method may be used as a coding measure to detect probable coding regions in DNA sequences [18] . Let [ ] be the STDFT of the sequence ( ) which is given by;
Where ( ) is a rectangular window described by equation (4) . The corresponding absolute value of the power spectrum is calculated as;
When [ ] is plotted against K, [15] it reveals a peak at N/3 for a coding region and no such peak is observable for a noncoding region. In rectangular windows with length 240 were used for evaluating the STDFT of the gene F56F11.4 in C.elegans chromosome III over the bases 7021 to 15120 as show in Fig 10. This 8100-length DNA sequence, which obtained using the Nucleotide Accession Number " F099922" at Genbank website [16] , contains five known coding regions. 
Single Atomic Number Representation
A single atomic number indicator sequence is formed by assigning the atomic number to each nucleotide as: A=70, C=58, G=78 and T=66 in a DNA sequence [20] .
Paired Numeric Representation
In the paired numeric representation nucleotides (A-T, C-G) are to be paired in a complementary manner and values of +1 and -1 are to be used respectively to denote A-T and C-G nucleotide pairs. It can be represented as one or two indicator sequences. This representation incorporates DNA structural property with reduced complexity, joining opposite strands of double helix DNA through hydrogen bonds [4] - [5] . However, this is not the reason for their pairing here, as only one strand is used for the computational analysis of DNA. This representation incorporates a very useful DNA structural property, in addition to reducing complexity. In general, a nucleotide sequence { }, where i =(1, 2, ………. L) of length L is comprised of base pairs A, C, T, and G [21] . In order to apply numerical methods to a nucleotide sequence, there were seven rules for mapping the nucleotide sequence onto a one dimensional numerical sequence. They can be summarized in the following. 
Hybrid rule ( called the KM rule). =1 for A or
C ; = -1 for T or G.
The RY rule has been perhaps the most widely used rule, but the other rules have also been applied. Moreover there were also other additional mapping rules (e.g., each base pair can be weighted by any characteristic of those base pairs), so can be any number such as molecular mass, hydrophobicity, ect.
The main application of the paired numeric mapping is the gene and exon prediction [21] . The paired numeric representation for gene and exon prediction exploits one of the differential properties of exons and introns, according to which introns are rich in nucleotides " " and "T" whereas exons are rich in nucleotides "C" and "G". sliding window DFT, we normally calculate the DFT for a window centred upon a single base index (i.e., K = N/3 where N is the window size), which suggests that different DFT results will be obtained at a particular location of DNA sequence when moving the window in the forward and reverse directions for the same sequence. The following expression gives the Paired Spectral Content (PSC) [22] . [16] over the bases 7021 to 15120 when paired numerical mapping is adopted. 
DNA-Walk Representation
In order to study the scale-invariant long-range correlations of a DNA sequence [23] [24], a graphical representation of DNA sequences, which called fractal land-scape or DNA walk has been adopted. For the conventional one-dimensional random walk model, a walker moves either up
] one unit length for each step i of the walk. For the case of an uncorrelated walk, the direction of each step is independent of the previous steps. For the case of a correlated random walk, the direction of each step depends on the history (memory) of the walker. One definition of the DNA walk is that the walker steps up = if a pyrimidine (C or T) occurs at position i along the DNA chain, while the walker steps down= if a purine (A or G) occurs at position (i). The graph continues to move upwards and downwards as the sequence progresses in a cumulative manner [5] , with its base number represented along the x-axis .
The DNA walk allows one to visualize directly the fluctuations of the purine -pyrimidine content in DNA sequences. The positive slopes correspond to high concentration of pyrimidines, while the negative slopes correspond to high concentration of purines. Visual observation of DNA walks suggests that the coding sequences and intron-containing noncoding sequences have quite different landscapes. It can be used as a tool to visualize changes in nucleotide composition [24] , as shown in Fig 13, where it provides a graphical representation for each gene and permits the degree of correlation in the base pair (GC versus AT) sequence to be directly visualized. In the case of one dimensional walks representation a DNA sequence of length is considered as follows: Locating periodicities or nucleotide structures may be found using the complex walk representation, which is shown in Fig 14, where defined by equation (22), (23) with the values of for apposition in the DNA sequence defined as:
For instance, in both Fig 13 and Fig 14, a staircase-like behavior of the walk sequences occurring near (bp 5150 …5290 . The repeat sequence is 5"-AAAGAATTTAAAAAC-3" and it occurs eight times over the region. 
Z-Curve Mapping
The Z-curve is a three-dimensional curve that provides a unique representation of a DNA sequence in that the DNA sequence and the Z-curve can each be uniquely reconstructed from the other [25] . Therefore, the Z-curve contains all the information that the corresponding DNA sequence carries. The resulting curve has a zigzag shape, hence the name Z-curve. A DNA sequence can be analyzed by studying the corresponding Z-curve. One of the advantages of the Zcurve is its intuitiveness; the entire Z-curve of a genome can be viewed on a computer screen or on paper, regardless of genome length, thus allowing both global and local compositional features of genomes to be easily grasped. By combining use of the Z-curve with statistical analysis, better results may be obtained. The Z-curve is composed of a series of nodes, , , …. with coordinates , , , where n = 0, 1, 2 … L, and L is the length of the DNA sequence.
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Here, , , and are the cumulative occurrence numbers of A, C, G and T, respectively, in the subsequence from the first base to the nth base in the sequence. Consider that , and therefore, . Here R, Y, M, K,W and S represent the purine, pyrimidine, amino, keto, weak hydrogen (H) bond and strong H bond bases, respectively. The three components of the Z-curve , and , represent three independent distributions that completely describe the DNA sequence being studied. The components , and , display the distributions of purine versus pyrimidine (R vs.Y), amino versus keto (M vs. K) and strong H-bond versus weak H-bond (S vs. W) bases along the sequence, respectively. In the subsequence constituted from the first base to the nth base of the sequence, when purine bases (A and G) are in excess of pyrimidine bases (C and T), > 0, otherwise, < 0, and when the numbers of purine and pyrimidine bases are identical, = 0. Similarly, when amino bases (A and C) are in excess of keto bases (G and T), > 0, otherwise, < 0, and when the numbers of amino and keto bases are identical, =0. Finally, when weak H-bond bases (A and T) are in excess of strong H-bond bases (G and C), > 0, otherwise, < 0, and when the numbers of weak and strong H-bond bases are identical, = 0. To clarify the applications of Z-curve mapping, it should be noted that the periodicity assumption is different between the FT approach and the Z-curve approach [26] . In the Z-curve approach, the periodicity assumption applies with regards to the biological properties and the nucleotide positions induced by the different base combination. In contrast, the periodicity assumption in the FT approach is made regardless of the biological properties. It simply sums up the spectra of different nucleotide indicator sequences independently. For demonstration, let's consider an artificial sequence {T, A, G, C, G, A}. In the FT approach, this gives rise to four binary indicator sequences, {0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1} (A), {0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0} (G), {1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0} (T) and {0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0} (C). Periodicity cannot be observed in any sequence. In the Z-curve approach, the modified sequence [ ] is {-1, 1, 1, -1, 1, 1}, which shows strong 3-periodicity. Finally, three modified sequences which characterize different biological properties are considered in the Zcurve approach whereas only the original sequence is considered in the FT approach. Hence, the FT approach considers only one spike at ⁄ for classification whereas the Z-curve approach considers both the DC value and the value at ⁄ of three modified sequences. In view of the above analysis, STDFT can be applied to the modified sequences [ ], [ ]and [ ] . Then the power spectra of the modified sequences are first formed. The three DC values and the three values at ⁄ can then be used for sequence classification.
They carry similar biological interpretation as the Z-curve features. Table 2 summarizes the DNA numerical representations investigated in sections (2) and (3). One example and the dimension for each mapping method are given in the third and fourth columns respectively. Table 3 summarizes the merits and demerits of these representations.
IV. Comparison Between Mapping Approaches
Some of the above mentioned methods are effective in gene prediction and the other methods have their own applications. Table 4 shows the comparison between the most promising gene prediction methods; namely Voss, complex and EIIP mapping methods relative to measure accuracy in detecting the five coding regions for Gene F56F11.4. It indicates that the region of exons and length of each exon detected by each method compared with that obtained by National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) [16] . 
Method Representations Example : S( )= [CGAT] Dimension
Voss 
Method Merits Demerits
Voss [7] Efficient spectral detector of base distribution and periodicity features; offering numerical and graphical visualization.
Linearly dependent set of representation; redundancy.
Tetrahedron [2] Periodicity detection. Reduced redundancy.
Integer [9] Simple integer representation. So it is computationally efficient.
(A,G) > (C,T); introducing mathematical properties not present in DNA sequence.
Real [12] A-T and C-G are complement.
Introducing mathematical properties not present in DNA sequence.
Complex [8] - [11] A-T and C-G are complex conjugate; reflecting complementary feature of nucleotides, more accurate in gene prediction.
Introducing base bias in time domain analysis.
Quaternion [13] - [14] Overcoming base bias. Working with DQFT only.
EIIP [18] - [19] Reflecting DNA physico chemical property; reducing computational overhead; improving gene discrimination capability.
Failing to detect coding region in some genomes.
Atomic number [20] Reflecting DNA physico chemical property.
Requiring further exploration.
Paired Numeric [21] - [22] Reflecting DNA structural property; reduced complexity and DFT processing; improved coding region identification accuracy over other methods.
DNA walk [23] - [24] Providing long range correlation information; sequence periodicities; changes in nucleotide composition; offering numerical and graphical visualization.
Not suitable for lengthy sequences (> 1000 bases).
Z-curve [25] - [26] Clear biological interpretation; reduced computation: independent its x n y n z n components; superior to sliding window technique; offering numerical and graphical visualization.
Not suitable for long lengthy sequences The above results show that the three numeric representations all give approximately equivalent DFTbased gene and exon prediction accuracy. In [4] improvements in detection accuracy was gained through the use of forward and backward sliding window DFTs, at the cost of increased complexity (paired number method). By comparison with the paired numeric reveal improved DFT-based gene and exon prediction with 75% less downstream processing. Paired numeric is the most accurate representation for this application, due to the fact that the approach exploits a key statistical property (according to which introns are rich in nucleotides " " and "T " whereas exons are rich in nucleotides " C" and " G" for discriminating between structures of the genomic protein coding and non-coding regions. codon structure involved in the translation of base sequences into amino acids. As indicated in the above section to perform gene prediction based on the period-3 property using STFT, the DNA sequence must be mapped to numerical sequence as introduced in previous sections. Some of these methods are effective in classifying exons and introns sequences and the other methods have their own applications. In order to measure the precision of each method in classification of intron and exons sequences. Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) based approach is adopted to extract the period-3 value of DNA sequences. Let a numerically represented DNA sequence of onedimension methods is ( ) for =1to N, so its finitelength DFT sequence, [ ] for k = 1 to N, is defined by [27] .
V. Simulations and Results
The
Using the windowing approach with a rectangular window length of L bases and an overlap width of L-3 bases between two adjacent windows, the normalized sum ( [ ] ) of the DFT spectrum ( [ ]) of each of the windowed sequences ( ( )for m = 1 to ) gives.
The spectral content measure can be obtained by taking the power spectrum of equation (32) as
The period-3 spectral component ( ) can be obtained from the spectral content measure of a numerically represented sequence as
The statistics of the period-3 values determined from a training set of exon sequences and intron sequences can be used to classify an untrained sequence to be either an exon sequence or an intron sequence. Let mean and represent respectively the mean and standard deviation of the period-3 values obtained from the exon sequences of a training set; and mean and represent respectively the mean and standard deviation of the period-3 values obtained from the intron sequences of the same training set, consequently, the threshold value for classification is defined as [27] Table: knownGene) [28] - [31] . It consists of (a) Exon: total 8000 sequences; sequences 1 to 6000 are used for training and sequences 6001 to 8000 are used for testing; and (b) Intron: total 8000 sequences; sequences 1 to 6000 are used for training and sequences 6001 to 8000 are used for testing. The Exon Classification (EXCLASS) and Intron Classification (INCLASS) performances [32] of all the eight numerical representation methods which given by equations (36) to (38) with a window length of 15 bases and an overlap window length of 12 bases are summarized in Table 5 . From the above results, it can be deduced that the paired numeric method achieves the highest precision 82.7624283 %, followed next by EIIP method 80.3867416 % , but the atomic number method achieves the lowest precision 72.4309387% in classifying numerically represented exon and intron sequences that have not been trained.
VI. Conclusion
Choosing one of the numerical representation techniques to be used in association with DSP depends on a particular application. Primarily, fixed mapping representation methods, such as the Voss or the tetrahedron maps a DNA sequence onto four or three numerical sequence, potentially introducing different redundancy in each individual representation. The arbitrary assignment of integer and real number to DNA nucleotides does not necessarily reflect the structure present in the original DNA sequence. The quaternion approach requires further exploration. The physico chemical property based mapping techniques such as the EIIP mappings, the atomic number, the paired numeric, the DNA walk, and the Zcurve, in which each method exploits the structural difference of protein coding and non coding regions, facilitates the DSP-based gene and exon predictions. These methods contain less redundant and carry biological interpretations. In particular, there are some studies indicate that the Z-curve representation is robust and computationally efficient for DNA sequence analysis in which each of its x n y n z n components is independent and generates a discrete signal that reflects biological properties. Further improvements in gene and exon prediction can be achieved by incorporating more DNA structural properties in existing or new DNA symbolic-to-numeric representations. 
